
 
 

Bee, fly or wasp? 
How do you spot the difference between bees and wasps (Hymenoptera) or flies (Diptera) when you only 
see them flit between flowers? Many identification resources focus on characteristics that you can only 
see if you have the insect under a microscope, which makes it hard for identifying them in action. 

Below are some very basic things you can look for. If you can’t be sure, try and get a close-up photo (Hint: 
if you miss a photo opportunity the first time you see the insect, many bees and wasps will return to the 
same place to get food throughout the day, so a bit of patience may reward you!) 

N.B. These are generalisations. Some species within each group don’t conform to these characteristics, but 
they are usually recognisable in other ways. 

Wings 
Flies have 1 pair of wings, bees and wasps have 2. However, you really can’t count the wings unless you 
have the insect in your hand. At rest on a flower, fly wings will usually point away from the body at a 45° 
angle. Their wings are also broader through the middle section than at the tip. Some flies may also have 
obvious patterns on their wings. 

 

Bee and wasp wings are generally thinner than fly wings, with the broadest part closer to the tip of the 
wing. Wings usually lie flat along the length of their body or cross over at the end of the abdomen. Wings 
are rarely patterned, but may appear dark or iridescent all over. 
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Head shape, eyes and antennae 
 
Most flies have a round head with big, round eyes, often covering most of their face. Eye colour can be 
black, red, yellow or even patterned. Antennae are usually very short and hardly visible. 

 

  

Bees and wasps usually have a characteristic triangular or tear-drop shaped head. Eyes are long and oval-
shaped and usually black (although some may look dark red). Eyes are positioned down the sides of their 
face, leaving an obvious ‘nose and forehead’ area. Antennae are longer than fly antennae, and may 
appear to have an elbow-shaped kink. 
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 Waist and body shape 

Flies rarely have a distinctive waist and their shape is short and stocky. Wings are usually longer than the 
body. 

 

  

Bees and wasps have a prominent waist and usually have an ‘hourglass’ shape. The body is often longer 
than the wings. 
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